
Camera Moves  
Part II



ONLY THE CAMERA LENS MOVES

• ZOOM 

• RACK FOCUS



ZOOM
• How:  You press a lever or rocker to zoom in or out.  This lever controls the 

lens mechanism inside the camera. Usually, the harder you press on the 
lever the quicker the zoom.

Variable Zoom Control



ZOOM
• Why? To bring objects at a distance closer to the 

lens, or to show size and perspective.  

• RULE: Continuous zooming in and out is annoying 
to viewers. Don't zoom while shooting unless the 
scene calls for it. Use a tripod if you zoom. Start 
on a still shot, then zoom smoothly, and end your 
zoom on a still shot. Try to avoid zooming. Better 
to Dolly. Don’t be a soccer mom!



• Zooming the lens out gives you the wide-angle shot and more of your subject 
and surrounding areas are visible. Depth perception is also changed, and the 
size and distance between objects is more pronounced.  

• http://vimeo.com/videoschool/lesson/116/zoom-vs-moving-camera-whats-the-
difference

http://vimeo.com/videoschool/lesson/116/zoom-vs-moving-camera-whats-the-difference


RACK FOCUS
• How: Focus on one object, like an 

actor's face, and then adjust the 
focus so his face becomes blurred 
and an object or other actor comes 
into focus



• In this movement, you are changing the focal length so that one 
subject will go out of focus while the other comes into focus. The two 
subjects must be at a correct distance from each other and from the 
camera for this shot to work. It also helps to be using a telephoto 
lens, (zoomed in)



• Why:  You are actually making a 
transition similar to an edit by 
constructing two distinct shots. 
You often see the rack focus in 
dramas and soap operas, 
changing focus from one actor's 
face to another during their 
conversation or tense moments.  

• Rule: Use a tripod. A rack focus 
looks bad if the camera is shaky.



ARC
• In mathematics, an arc is a 

segment of the circumference 
of a circle. The camera moves 
in a rough semi-circle around 
the subject. Sometimes going 
full circle 

• Arc shots are great for shooting 
scenes where people are 
talking in a circle, (poker 
games)



Aerial Shots
• A camera on a small unmanned or manned helicopter or plane. Used for 

sweeping landscaping shots (lord of rings) or for tracking an object.



Watch Tony Monk’s Reel

Watch this guy save his drone

Watch the Opening of Twister

http://vimeo.com/29704352
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sTwu_ZuM2u4
http://youtu.be/9dgUvdT7qOk


Camera Technique
handheld vs. shaky



HANDHELD
• How:  You hold the camera without tripod, monopod or other device. 

Professional cameras are large and rest on the user's shoulders. This 
balances the camera and keeps shaking to a minimum.



• Because of their size, most consumer 
and DSLR cameras can't rest on your 
shoulder, so you'll need what is called a 
shoulder rig



• Why: Due to the spontaneity of the action, many news crews and most 
documentaries use hand-held shooting techniques. Sometimes, it is used in 
TV shows and movies. Notice that in action movies they often use hand held 
shots.



• Rule:  When shooting handheld, do not zoom in! The more you zoom in, the 
shakier the shot gets. It is better to move closer to your subject and shoot 
with as wide of a setting as you can. Handheld is best when you are 
shooting someone or something that is moving. It looks very bad when 
shooting landscapes, buildings, or stationary objects.



SHAKY CAM
When you want the look of an amateur operating the camera, or used in action 

scenes or scenes to portray chaos.


